Securing Contracts Gas
Gas Contracts

Getting the gas contract you need...

Since 2013, retail gas prices haven’t come out of the
25-75 p/therm range. However, since 2015 gas prices
been rising, indicating that it is likely that we will see
prices top 75 p/therm. We have already seen oil per
barrel hit the highest price in the last four years,
suggesting that we will see an increase in gas prices
soon. To avoid fluctuations in the market, secure
deals soon, if your contract is coming close to an end
then sort your renewal.

With the possibility of seeing gas prices higher than
ever in the next few years, and imminent factors
such as Brexit, crippling weather conditions and US
oil price rises, we cannot foresee the prices going
down. Securing contracts sooner can save you from
these impending price rises.

Therm

A unit of measurement used by the UK wholesale gas market. It is a unit of the heat energy
content from volume, rather than cubic measurements which are just volume itself.
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Comparative Companies

Getting offers from comparative companies cut a lot of
the work out for you. Choosing an established, trusted
company such as Utility Bidder will give you offers across
the breadth of the market. We aim to make the rest of
proceedings easier for you. All you’re left to do is choose.

www.utilitybidder.com Info@utilitybidder.co.uk 0800 007 4001

Securing Longterm

Securing a contract between 3-5 years can save you from
price changes between your start and end dates, the
longer your contract the longer you will be protected.

Ofgem, http://ow.ly/HpPW30lYAaE, Gas and Electricity prices

